2020 Fall Wind Ensemble & Symphonic Band Auditions
Flute Audition Material

1) Wind Ensemble
This is the top band at MTSU and Dr. Thomas usually takes 5 flutes (all need to
be able to play piccolo – so if you don’t feel confident on this instrument now is
the time to learn to play it). (MTSU owns piccolos for use in the bands, ask me
about checking one out)

2) Symphonic Band
Professor Cornish conducts this group, it is made up of mostly music majors and scholarship
students. He usually takes around 6 – 10 flutes, depending on the needs of the group.

- Please prepare the following flute excerpt for your audition.
  - Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban “Rainy Nights, Dementors, and Birds” – John Williams

- Please prepare the following etude on flute (and on piccolo) for your audition.
  - Cantabile alla Moderna – Ernesto Kohler